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introduction

• This is a talk about one possible future of 

virtual worlds

• It’s all very speculative

• None of what I describe later on is implemented

• It may never be implemented

• However, it’s my contention that it should be 

implemented

• Why? Because it would be just so cOol if it 

were!
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What are vws?

• Virtual worlds are places

• being places, they have a number of place-like 

features

– You can visit them

– Other people can also visit them

– At the same time

• They are, however, not real

• This seems like a major disadvantage

– How do you visit something that isn’t real?

Answer:

• You use an avatar
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About avatars

• Far from its being a disadvantage, people 

often like using an avatar

Furthermore…

• Some people prefer it to reality
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interaction

• Through their avatars, Players often enjoy 

interacting with each other

However

• They don’t so often enjoy being acted on by 

each other…
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In addition

• Most players regard virtual worlds as being 

basically games

But others

• But other people just like the thriLl of 

exploring somewhere new
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so

• people have different ideas as to what makes a good 

virtual world

The problem

• How do you find the virtual world that suits 

you best?
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The solution

• You Create your own virtual world!

• (you noticed there was no picture here, right?)

advantage

• Because they’re not real, virtual worlds are 

comparatively inexpensive to make
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MUD1, 1978

• Virtual worlds used to look like this

• One person working alone could write a such 

world

Narrow road between lands.
You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and whence you came.
To the north and south are the small foothills of a pair of majestic
mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road
continues, where in the distance you can see a thatched cottage
opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the east, where a
shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The
Land. It is raining.
*w
Narrow road.
You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to the north and
Gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies
on the ground.
*

Iok, 1981

• Then they started looking like this

[ ][ ][ ][ ]- -[ ] orc sword  shield  chain
[ ] A        S [ ] A Jennie.c
/   >   ++++   [ ] A 2 skeletons
[ ]     ++++   [ ] B trolls
[ ] B       dn [ ]
[ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]

Swing hits with moderate damage
Skeleton is slain
Orc is blocked by your armour
Troll: kia ardata luuppatar ne

>throw bottle at troll
R mace   Hits     Hits On   Stamina  Exper. M. Pnts.
L bottle   35      5        10       6523   9
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Kod, 1992

• Then like this

Uo, 1997

• Then like this
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Wow, 2004

• Now, they look like this

unfortunately

• It cost something like $30m to develop world 

of warcraft

– I’ve seen estimates between $25m and $70m

• It cost $20m to develop everquest II

– “money well spent” or “money, well, spent”?

• most of the development costs go on aarrttwwoorrkk
and CONTENT

• Let’s suppose for a moment that this is 

irRelevant, though

• What would it take for anyone to be able to 

create their own virtual world?
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Shopping list

• They’d need:

– A computer

– An internet connection

– Some client software

– Some server software

– A protocol

• They’d also need an imagination, some 

time and a reason to do it

• Some players would be nice, too…

computers

• We can assume they already have a 

computer and an internet connection

• But wait! Don’t they need two

computers?

– One for the server

– One for the client (when they’re playing)

• No, they don’t. to see why not, let’s 

look at possible architectures for 

virtual worlds
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Architectures 1

• Classic client/server architecture, eg. wow

– (Actually, multiple servers using 5-10 computers each)

Architectures 2

• Sub-world hosting, eg. second life

– (one server using several hundred computers)
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Architectures 3

• Independent virtual world hosting (eg. text muds)

Architectures 4

• Distributed system

• Many computers, many virtual worlds
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distributed

• In a distributed system, every computer can 

run both the client software and the server 

software

– Indeed The client software may be the server software

• This is a lot more complicated than a classical 

server farm

– Other computers can’t be trusted!

– How to pass things betwEen servers?

– What if one of the computers FAILSFAILSFAILSFAILS?!

• But guess what? None of this matTers!

Here’s why

• This isn’t for large-scale, commercial virtual 

worlds

– Although it can be used for them

• This is for small-scale, personal virtual 

worlds

• You can link to other virtual worlds if you 

want to

• You probably won’t want to integrate two 

worlds together, though

• Does this seem at all familiar..?
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World wide world web

• This is how the world wide web works

• Thousands of millions of web pages

– of varying quality,

– Hyperlinked together

• At any one moment, you can be browsing 

several web sites in different windows

• Other people can be browsing your web site

• We can have the same thing for virtual 

worlds

• Except, virtual worlds are interactive

interaction

• Again, so what?

• Instant mesSenger is interactive, but 

milLions of people use it

– Note: I’m not one of them!

• Imagine if, instead of an IM window, you had a 

VW window

– A virtual world you could create yourself

– That you could decide who enters

– That can have exits to other virtual worlds

– That you can run multiple copies of

• All on your own computer
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What I want

• This is what I want

Details…

• How would this work?

• You’d start your virtual world up when you 

wanted to receive connections

• People on your buddy list could get in without 

asking

• Whether other people get in depends on whether 

you want to accept unsolicited entrants or 

not

– Eg. friend of a friend may be OK

– Eg. yes, if they give you $1 via paypal first

– Eg. yes if they’re a member of your guild
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next

• Your personal vw could handle several

instantiations of itself

– Hold a party in one instantiation

– Speak to your loser friend in another

• You could have more than one vw running 

simultaneously

• Vw only runs when your pc is running

– Like instant messenger

– But you could use a hosting service if you want it 

running 24/7

• contains doOrs to other vws (or web pages)

visiting

• You can also visit vws owned by other people

• Crank up your client

• Type in their wwww address

– Or use favourites, search engine, hyperlink…

• If their pc isn’t running, tough luck

• If you pass their automatic aCceptance

criteria, you’re in

• If you pass their automatic rejection criteria, 

you’re out

• Otherwise, they’ll decide there and then
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Bringing stuff

• You may or may not be able to bring one of 

your own avatars with you

– Depends on its model (eg. number of polygons)

– Depends on the vw (eg. fantasy world)

• you can always display it how you like

– it’s just other people won’t see it…

• The Same applies to objects

• System of digital certificates to 

guarantee objects conform to standards

– No suspect functionality

Multiple me

• You can be visiting several worlds at the 

same time

– Including ones on your own pc

• It doesn’t matter if your avatar is damaged

or destroyed in one of these vws

– They just use copies

– It’s only dead in that one virtual world, and even 

then it may not be permanent

• Whether you can take an item into or out of

a virtual world is up to the vw’s owner

– You’re only taking a copy anyway!
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Connectivity

• So the earlier picture I showed that looked like 

this

Full distribution

• Actually looks more like this
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content

• Let’s return to the earlier issues I breezily 

waved aside

• Firstly, isn’t this going to cost a fortune to 

develop?

• The wwww protocol standard, no

– It requires careful thought, but we’re not 

talking massive complexity here

• The software, also probably not

– It’s the kind of thing a small group of capable 

students could write it in a year

• The artwork..?

artwork

• The sims 2

– There were 18K+ clothes on the site these came from
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creativity

• Many Users actually like creating this stuff

– They Spend hours on it

• they share it with their friends

• The better ones charge for their work

• We already see it in Second life and there

• might POOR QUALITY be a problem?

• For professional game-like virtual worlds you 

pay a subscription for, yes, it would be

• For a world only meant for you and your 

friends, it’s just like an amateur web site

Why make one?

• Why would a company develop the software

for such a system?

• Wouldn’t it have to be freE?

• Yes, it would have to be free

• However:

– The development tOols don’t have to be free

• Everyone can read .pdf files, but to write one you pay

– There’s money to be made seLling avatars, clothes, 

objects, rooms, functionality, music, hairstyles, …

• I don’t expect a company to develop this though

– A university, however?
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attempts

• There is some movement in this direction

• Second life has much of the functionality but 

puts everyone in the same virtual world

– And Its virtual real estate is expensive

imvu

• a graphical add-on to instant meSsenger

– only get one room, can’t move around

– charges for use

– Server-based, can only use their models
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vrml

• Vrml lets you create the worlds

– Not designed for real-time animation

• Assumes relatively dumb client

– Only an interface, not a virtual world engine

• Worlds are by default single-user

conclusion

• So we’re getting closer

• Will we ever aRrive, though?

• I’d love to see this happen

– but then I would, wouldn’t I?

• Is it something the public would want?

• Is it something they’d stiLl want, 5 years 

later?

• Is it something you like the idea of?

• Everyone’s an expert…
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copyright

• I’ve taken images without permission from 

the following products:

– City of heroes, second life, star wars galaxies, 

everquest, lineage, there, shadowbane, anarchy online, 

puzzle pirates, a tale in the desert, mud1*, island of 

kesmai, kingdom of drakkar, ultima online, world of 

warcraft, the sims 2, imvu, vrml

• *ok, I did have permission for this one…

• However, as an academic I’m aLlowed fair use 

without asking, so tra la la I don’t care!


